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BRAND
STORYTELLING

DATA-DRIVEN
TRENDS

Brand storytelling is becoming a major cornerstone of
modern marketing. In a digital world where automation
and AI are the new norm, storytelling humanizes your
business and those who work there. It involves creating
authentic and emotional connections to your audience.

Pro Tip: It is natural to see your business as the "main
character" of your brand story. But in storytelling, it is
important to give this role to your audience.

Digital marketing gives us data on customer pain points,
questions, concerns, and even online patterns. From CRM
data to web analytics to audience targeting, the best
marketers use 1st, 2nd, and 3rd party data to increase
conversion rates and improve the buying experience.

Pro Tip: Retargeting ads are a powerful way to reach
people who have already shown an interest in your
product or service. By targeting ads specifically to these
individuals, you can more effectively convert them into
leads or customers.

The amount of content the average person consumes
daily has doubled in recent years. So naturally, it
takes more to engage your audience in 2022. Enter
storytelling! 

In today's data-driven marketing landscape,
marketers have more information about their
consumers than ever before. By leveraging these
insights to create a targeted strategy, businesses can
achieve the best results.
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PERSONAL-
IZATION

SEAMLESS
ONLINE &

OFFLINE
EXPERIENCE

Differentiating your marketing strategy through
personalization can earn you a higher return on
investment. This method differs from traditional marketing,
which relies on broadcasting the same message to a large
audience in hopes of attracting a small number of
customers. As brands compete for customers in the digital
market, creating personal experiences is becoming
increasingly important.

Pro Tip: Research shows consumers prefer brands that
deliver personalized messages and recommendations
based on their search history and preferences.

Technology gives us the ability to be a part of your
customer's day-to-day life, whether they are in your
physical location or not. Leveraging this technology as a
piece of the customer experience is something every
business can benefit from. Brands have found massive
success by embracing digital communication such as
email, text messaging, and social media. Customers are no
longer on your timeline; they are on their own. And digital
marketing allows your business to be available to answer
their questions, schedule appointments, or let customers
purchase from you at the time and place they are ready,
even if it is outside of your traditional business hours. 

Pro Tip: Chatbots are an affordable technology designed
to provide automated answers to common questions,
making it easier for customers to get the information they
need when they need it.

In recent years, customers have grown to expect a
personalized experience.

It is no longer possible to run a successful business
without an online presence. Your brand exists online,
whether you are in control over it or not, and
integrating online components is simply a necessity.
Conversely, online-only businesses are thriving.
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SOCIAL
COMMERCE

INFLUENCER
ECONOMY

Unlike traditional ecommerce sites, social commerce
platforms provide users with an interactive experience that
allows them to browse products, learn about brands, and
make purchases all within the same platform. In some
cases, users can even checkout directly from the social
media site.

Pro Tip: Social commerce is meant to be just that– social.
You should be interacting with your customers and making
decisions based on their behaviors. Monitoring comments,
shares, and customer questions are an important piece of
this strategy.

As the name suggests, micro-influencers are influencers
with relatively small follower counts in a given niche
(usually less than 25k). However, their audiences are highly
engaged. Micro-influencers are often more relatable than
celebrities or influencers with 1M+ followers. Your audience
sees them as real and authentic. Therefore, they actually
receive much higher conversion rates when recommending
products and services to their userbase. 

Pro Tip: In 2022, marketing gold is reached by combining
storytelling and micro-influencer strategies.

As ecommerce continues to grow, social media
platforms are emerging as key players in the buying
and selling process. Social commerce is a term used
to describe transactions that take place through
native ads on social media platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, TikTok, and Pinterest.

Influencers are the new word-of-mouth. But small
businesses have struggled to find their place in this
trend, leaving it to major brands in the marketplace.
In 2022, micro-influencers are the key.
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USER-
GENERATED

CONTENT

HIGH-IMPACT
VIDEO

User-generated content, or UGC, is a type of content that is
created by people instead of brands. This can include text, posts,
images, videos, reviews, and more. UGC is usually published on
online or social networks. Whether created by influencers, micro-
influencers, or everyday customers, UGC is a powerful way to
communicate your value to your audience.

Pro Tip: Client testimonials are some of the most useful and
convincing pieces of UGC out there. They show your target
audience that you understand their pain points and have the
ability to provide real solutions for them.

As video content becomes increasingly popular online, it's
important to make sure that your marketing strategy
includes this key element. Video can be a powerful
complement to other types of content, and can help you
reach your target audience more effectively. Keep up with
the latest trends in video marketing to make sure your
campaigns are successful.

Pro Tip: Long-form video is only appropriate on channels
like YouTube, and most creators are having the most
success with videos under 2 minutes long.

Modern consumers are highly informed and have
created a marketing landscape where authenticity
and credibility is prioritized. They don't just want to
hear from you– they want to hear from your
customers.

With social media platforms becoming more and
more competitive, it is important to stand out in the
feed to get users to "slow their scroll." Impactful
creative such as videos not only stand out but take
precedent in social media algorithms. 
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GOOGLE CORE
WEB VITALS

FOCUS

Is your website mobile-responsive?
Do you have an SSL certificate?
Does your site load in less than 2-3 seconds?

SEO for Google in 2022 is all about Core Web Vitals. The new
metrics Google is tracking are mostly site speed and
usability focused, so spending time improving in those
areas is key.

Pro Tip: If you are new to SEO, here are 3 easy things you
can check today:

Arguably the best thing about digital marketing is that it
comes with loads of data. That data can help you identify
where your target audience is spending their time online.
Start there and come up with a marketing strategy that is
achievable considering your time and budget.

Pro Tip: There are many digital platforms available, but
Google remains the top choice by marketers. They offer a
wide range of user-friendly tools and a strong algorithm
that helps ensure ads are displayed relevantly. 

Ranking well in search engines is a must for small
businesses. Years ago, adding keywords to your
content and code was all it took. Now, just like users,
Google is looking for authenticity and
trustworthiness.

As with all things, it's hard to do everything while
doing anything well. It is always better to focus your
efforts. In marketing, that may been narrowing down
your platforms.



GET A FREE MARKETING REVIEW

You need a website that looks good and works even better. We
develop sites with speed, performance, and usability in mind. But
that’s only part of what we do. We have the best tools to help you get
leads, win more of them, and grow your business… all in one package.
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